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found a convenient duck-pond All ready for occupation. "Cluck-
found a convenient duck-pond All ready for occupation. "Cluck-
lonely fen, Where they found a convenient duck-pond All
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"Quack! What luck!" said the Muscovy Duck. ready for occupation. "Quack! What luck!" said the Muscovy Duck. 28454
"Cluck-luck! It is hard to beat Such a
luck!" said the Ham-burg Hen;

"It is hard to beat Such a
luck!" said the Ham-burg Hen;

"Cluck-luck! It is hard to beat Such a
summer re-treat So far from the haunts of men."

sum-mer re-treat So far from the haunts of men.

One
day, while the two were oc-cu-pied in a cas-u-al ex-pe-di-tion,
day, while the two were oc-cu-pied in a cas-u-al ex-pe-di-tion,
cast-off horse-shoe they descried.
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Exposed to view by the high-way side, And

they were never so gratified, For that was an acquisition.
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Hen: "It will just complete our summer retreat on the
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When it hung on their door they retired to bed with a sense of secure protection;
night a fox with stealthy tread, with stealthy tread, Put his
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accel. e cresc.

summer retreat!" And they hung it right up, they
accel. e cresc.
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hung it right up, they hung it right up again.
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